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Abstract—The article provides results of power supply systems modes’ computer-based research conducted with distributed generation (DG) plants equipped with digital automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and automatic speed governor (ASG). Look-ahead algorithms were used to enhance control quality. Analysis of digital regulators effect on transient processes indices for disturbances of power supply system operating mode. The results of computer-based modeling performed in MATLAB system indicated that the use of look-ahead algorithm allowed to significantly improve controllers damper properties and reduce the object’s persistence during DG plants transition to island operation, and when powerful asynchronous motors are started.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A broad-scale use of digital technologies and devices in power generation industry allows construction of active-adaptive networks controlled by intelligent systems [1-16]. That is why, the development of digital distributed generation (DG) plants acquire special urgency. Digitization of power generation industry combined with intelligent systems, when correctly used, would allow enhancing control efficiency, durability and reliability of power supply systems.

To ensure DG plants steady operation based on synchronous generators, and to damp oscillations that occur, automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and automatic speed governor (ASG) are used. Microprocessor AVR and ASG would allow implementation of necessary interfaces to ensure communication with other digital devices and ensure efficient intellectual systems control. However, in order to achieve control optimization, the issue of these regulators tuning shall be resolved which requires labor consuming calculations for a significant number of interrelated parameters. The use of look-ahead algorithms in microprocessor AVR and ASG allows ensuring the necessary system’s damper properties, while having to tune one parameter only – the look-ahead period [17-18]. The use of auto look-ahead ASG [19] and microprocessors allows defining this parameter automatically in the real time mode, thus adapting DG plant to constantly varying power supply systems (PSS) operating modes.

The article provides description of AVR look-ahead models building and auto look-ahead ASG of DG plant synchronous generator based on discrete activation functions while using z-transformation apparatus. The study of digital regulators influence with look-ahead algorithms on the DG plants control quality when changing the operating mode of the power supply system. The following commutations in PSS were viewed as disturbances: shut down of centralized power supply (DG plant transition to island operation); starting asynchronous motors during DG plant operation in island operation mode.

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF AUTO LOOK-AHEAD SPEED GOVERNOR OF SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR

DG plant synchronous generator with auto look-ahead regulator (Fig. 1) speed control can be implemented in digital regulator with proportional-integral-differential (PID) law of control and series connected forecasting link [18].

A simple linear forecast in ASG can be implemented by speeds of generator rotor rotation speed – current \( \omega(t) \) and previous \( \omega(t - \Delta t) \); in this case, activation function of the forecasting link is determined as follows [17]:

\[
W_{\text{pid}}(s) = T_p s^2 + 1
\]

where \( T_p \) – the time constant of linear forecasting link (look-ahead period); \( s \) – Laplasian operator.

The use of auto look-ahead ASG allows to automatically tune the control system by changing one parameter only – the time constant of the forecasting link. This parameter, as it was noted in [17-19], depends on frequency of optimally tuned initial closed

Fig. 1. Structural diagram of auto look-ahead regulator-equipped generator speed control system: \( W_G \) – generator activation function; \( W_T \) – turbine activation function; \( W_{\text{pid}} \) – activation function of PID regulator equipped with forecasting link.
system's own oscillations. When using DG plants based on synchronous generators in PSS, the calculation of units own oscillations can be performed using formula [20]:

\[
    f_p = \frac{E_g - U_k \cdot \cos \delta \cdot \omega_0}{2\pi X_d} \cdot \frac{\omega_0}{T_{je}},
\]

where \( f_p \) – frequency of synchronous generator rotor own oscillations when module, voltage vector angle on its buses – partial frequency which is the generator parameter featuring its sluggishness and rigidity of its connection with PSS [20]; \( \omega_0 \) – rated angular frequency of generator rotor revolution, rad/s; \( T_{je} \) – equivalent constant of the unit mechanical inertia, s; \( X_d \) – inductive impedance of the generator along the longitudinal axis, rel.units; \( U_k \) – generator rated voltage, rel.units; \( \delta \) – angle between voltage and generator EMF \( E_g \), which depends on load mode, el. deg.

Period of DG plants units own oscillations which in this case is a forecast period, can be determined using the expression \( T_p = 1/f_p \). It is evident from the expression (2) that synchronous generator rotor oscillations, and consequently, the time constant of the forecasting link, depends on \( \delta \) angle. Taking into account this circumstance and that contemporary high-performance generators excitation thyristor systems allow to maintain generator voltage in normal operating modes virtually unchanged, it is expedient to calculate and change the constant of forecasting time while varying PSS operating mode. The represented look-ahead speed regulator does not require coefficients optimization of PID regulator tuning and determining the time constant of the forecasting link. One has to know DG plant unit parameters only, that are used in the expression (2).

III. DESCRIPTION COMPUTER MODEL OF POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM UNDER CONSIDERATION AND MODELS OF SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR DIGITAL REGULATORS

Modeling was carried out for a big industrial enterprise PSS whose structural diagram is represented in Fig. 2. PSS power supply was performed from an interconnected power system (IPS) using 110/10 kV transformer. The power grid was characterized by a significant branching of collectors groups power supply via overhead power lines and 10 kV cable lines with voltage reduction to 0.4 kV in workshop transformer substations. Turbo generator plant (TGP) was used as DG plant. An equivalent static active-inductive loading was taken into account for 10 kV and 0.4 kV \((\hat{S}_1, \hat{S}_2)\) during PSS model development.

The PSS under study model was created in MATLAB environment while using Simulink and SimPowerSystems simulation modeling packages. TGP steam turbine was modeled using the activation function \( \frac{1}{0.2s + 1} \). A synchronous machine model with damper winding was used for TGP generator, the model being a component of the SimPowerSystems package. The excitation system was modeled by first-order device with \( k_f \) coefficient, time constant \( T_f \) and voltage limiting unit. In addition, amplifier with \( k_p \) coefficient, time constant \( T_p \), were taken into account in the model. The following numerical parameter values were accepted: \( k_p = 1; T_p = 0.001 \text{s} \); \( k_f = 1; T_f = 0.025 \text{s} \). Digital prognostic AVR (with look-ahead algorithm) was used as excitation regulator whose model is built based on discrete activation functions while using z-transformation (Fig. 3).

![Diagram of the PSS under study.](image)

Fig. 2. Diagram of the PSS under study.

Time constant of forecasting link for AVR was accepted as equal to 0.01 s. Fig. 4 provides structural diagram of ASG model with the forecasting link. The following parameters were set for turbo generator:

- \( X_d = 2.34 \) rel.units, \( E_g = 1.25 \) rel.units, \( U_k = 1 \) rel.units, \( T_{je} = 5.13 \) s; in this case, function \( f_p(\delta) \) acquired the following form: \( f_p(\delta) = 0.911 \cdot \sqrt{\cos \delta} \).

IV. MODELING RESULTS

AVR and ASG tuning coefficients were determined with view to regulators interplay by harmonized setting method [12, 16]. The following modes were analyzed to study digital look-ahead regulators influence upon DG generator speed and voltage control:

- centralized power supply shut off (DG plant transition to island operation);
- starting asynchronous motors when TGP is in island operation.
Fig. 3. Structural diagram of digital prognostic AVR model is as follows: $U_g$ – generator current voltage value; $SetU_g$ – generator voltage preset value; $I_f$ – generator excitation current; $\omega_{n}$ – current value of generator rotor speed; $Set\omega_{n}$ – generator rotor speed preset value; $k_{i}, k_{i}, k_{d}, k_{w}, k_{w}, k_{w}$ – AVR tuning coefficients; $W_{fwr}$ – discrete activation function of electronic amplifier and the forecasting link with time constant $T_p=0.01$ s.

Fig. 4. Structural diagram of digital auto look-ahead ASG model is as follows: $K_p, K_i, K_d$ – ASG tuning coefficients; $K_a$ – amplifier gain; $P$ – initial turbine loading.

Modeling results indicated that using look-ahead AVR and auto look-ahead ASG when DG plant is transferred into island operation due to centralized power supply shut down, allows to significantly reduce object persistence and to reduce control time for turbine mechanical power as compared with typical AVR and ASG. Apart from this, turbine mechanical power over control value and generator rotor speed virtually reduced to zero (Fig. 5 a, b).

The use of look-ahead algorithms in AVR also allowed to more accurately maintain DG plant voltage during its transition to island operation (Fig. 6.).

Results of asynchronous motors start modeling during TGP island operation, allowed to infer that using look-ahead AVR and auto look-ahead ASG makes it possible to considerably improve damper properties of regulators and reduce persistence. As a result, transition process time is reduced for turbine mechanical power, rotor speed and generator voltage. Relevant oscillograms confirming these inferences are provided in Fig. 7 and 8.

V. CONCLUSION

The computer modeling results allowed to make the following conclusions:

1. The developed models of digital look-ahead voltage and speed regulators for distributed generation plants allow to improve quality of turbine mechanical power control, rotor speed and generator voltage. When DG plant is transferred into island operation due to centralized power supply shut down, the use of look-ahead regulators allows to significantly reduce object persistence and reduce control time in comparison with typical AVR and ASG. Look-ahead ASG reduces the value of turbine mechanical power and DG plant generator rotor speed virtually to zero when transition to island mode is considered.

2. When AVR and ASG are used, regulators damper properties are improved significantly and object persistence is reduced when asynchronous motors are started and TGP is in island operation.
Fig. 5. Oscillograms of turbine (a) mechanical power change and deviation of generator rotor speed (b) when centralized power supply is shut off: 1 – digital AVR and ASG were used without forecasting links; 2 – digital look-ahead AVR and auto look-ahead ASG were used.

Fig. 6. Oscillograms of generator voltage change for centralized power supply shut off: 1 – digital AVR and ASG were used without forecasting links; 2 – digital look-ahead AVR and auto look-ahead ASG were used.

Fig. 7. Oscillograms of turbine (a) mechanical power change and deviation of generator rotor speed (b) when asynchronous motors are connected to TGP: 1 – digital AVR and ASG were used without forecasting links; 2 – digital look-ahead AVR and auto look-ahead ASG were used.
Fig. 8. Oscillograms of generator voltage change when asynchronous motors are connected to TGP: 1 – digital AVR and ASG were used without forecasting links; 2 – digital look-ahead AVR and auto look-ahead ASG were used.

3. The proposed digital regulators can be used for enhancing stability, adaptability and durability of power distributed generation plants operating in the power supply system. Auto look-ahead speed regulator of synchronous generator can be recommended when it is necessary to promptly introduce distributed generation plants into operation.
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